Events. Crimes in remote areas. Public spaces.

When criminal activity occurs, there’s rarely a one-size-fits-all solution for law enforcement to gather information through video surveillance. We offer a variety of flexible and turnkey surveillance solutions that give you the option to observe and monitor unfolding situations from anywhere at any time. Our products can face any scenario with you because they are:

• **Portable and adaptable.** We developed our surveillance solutions so you take them where you need them.

• **Used for manned or unmanned missions.** Our products give you the option to gather information remotely, over a long period of time, or conduct your mission at the location.

• **Controlled and viewed using any network** you want to use: WiFi, cellular, or additional secure networks. Our team can train you how to view and transmit data through all networks.

• **Covert or Overt**. At some events, an overt operation works but in others, covert surveillance is key. We have products for both types of operations so you’re always prepared.

### Overt Operations

• **The VideGO Deployable Video Surveillance System** is a self-contained system for anyone who needs mobile or temporary surveillance. It can be controlled and viewed through a secure internet connection on any internet enabled device. Video is recorded on an SD card so critical footage will not be lost even if live streaming of video and remote recording gets disrupted.

• **VideGO Eyes in the Sky** is a portable surveillance trailer with a 25’ masthead. It can give you a bird’s eye view of any scenario where you need surveillance to cover a large area. It’s light enough to be towed by a squad car and can be used for sporting events, parades, marathons, festivals, political events, and more. Perfect for anywhere you have a temporary surveillance need.
Covert Operations

• **VideGO Commander** is our portable surveillance command center. The Commander runs a full Video Management Software system allowing high level surveillance techniques in a portable solution. This system gives you the ability to add up to 12 cameras at one time with full functionality, providing multiple views of an area anywhere you need them.

• **VideGO Anywhere** system can be set up in owned, rented, or seized vehicles and can be controlled remotely to switch electrical devices off or on. It includes four video cameras and one audio microphone. Turn any vehicle or room into a surveillance vessel.

• **VideGO Capture** Rooftop Carrier Video System can be placed on any car for mobile, short-term or long-term surveillance. Its four cameras can be operated and observed remotely along with on-board video recording. Perfect for highways, vacation spots, insurance investigations, and more.

• Many other options also available—call for details.

For more information and detailed specifications contact us today at 800.356.7311